I was a board of university laboratories, teaching and research. Cornell University, Bacteriologist, Biochemist, Research Director, AAAS, Bacteriology, Genes, Wildlife-Zoology, seeks position for fall, 1956, where spirited teaching and active research are wanted. Reference, Box 12, SCIENCE.

Physician. Three years' training in physiology; board certified in internal medicine. Speaks Spanish. Will travel. Desires teaching and/or research position. Box 50, SCIENCE.

Physiologist-Zoologist, Ph.D., 34, Training and interest in endocrinology, cell physiology, and biochemistry. Desires teaching or research. Box 49, SCIENCE.

Research Assistant: 31, B.S.; 5½ years of experience with pharmaceutical company in physiology-pharmacy research. Good knowledge of gross anatomy, histology, physiology, publications. Administrative experience. Desires to relocate. Will consider position in the United States or abroad. Box 48, SCIENCE.

Biochemist, Ph.D., with clinical chemistry experience (including flame photometry and electrophoresis) to serve as chief of chemistry in an active 200-bed hospital with possibilities for investigative work and collaboration with university laboratories, Ohio. Box 29, SCIENCE.

Positions Wanted

Biologist; M.S. (major: zoology), Yale; Ph.D. (major: biological science); 8 years as teaching assistant in graduate school; 4 years of full-time teaching in university; prefers teaching at university level. Medical Bureau (Burneice Larson, Director), Palmolive Building, Chicago.

Positions Open

Doctor of Medicine

Direct activities of Biological Control of large Midwest ethical pharmaceutical manufacturer. M.D. degree required—in addition to prefer Ph.D., or equivalent in biological science. Should be high-powered man under 40. Excellent opportunity for advancement in administrative responsibilities. Our employees know of this opening. Please send complete résumé to Box 36, SCIENCE.

Positions requiring degrees in medicine or science: (a) Manufacturing Biochemist; Ph.D., manufacturing experience required; supervise manufacture of biological products, well-known eastern pharmaceutical concern, to $8500. (b) Experimental Immunologist; M.D. of Ph.D., for research laboratories, 250-bed tuberculosis hospital, medical school affiliation, $7000 up, large western city. (c) Chemist; M.S., minimum, to head chemistry department, 400-bed general hospital; lovely southern city college of 75,000. (d) Bacteriologist; M.S. with considerable hospital experience; supervise department, very large general hospital affiliated with important eastern medical school, expanding facilities and excellent working conditions; to $5000 or better; university and industrial city. (e) Biochemist; approved general hospital, 230 beds; southwestern city of 100,000. (f) Senior Research Pharmacologist; M.D. or Ph.D., to head and operate pharmacology division; supervise research, screening operations, and research and excellent research facilities; prefers individual experienced in pharmaceutical industry; noted eastern pharmaceutical house. For further information write Woodward Medical Bureau, 185 North Wabash, Chicago.

Physician. Three years' training in physiology; board certified in internal medicine. Speaks Spanish. Will travel. Desires teaching and/or research position. Box 50, SCIENCE.

Physiologist-Zoologist, Ph.D., 34, Training and interest in endocrinology, cell physiology, and biochemistry. Desires teaching or research. Box 49, SCIENCE.

Research Assistant: 31, B.S.; 5½ years of experience with pharmaceutical company in physiology-pharmacy research. Good knowledge of gross anatomy, histology, physiology, publications. Administrative experience. Desires to relocate. Will consider position in the United States or abroad. Box 48, SCIENCE.

Positions Open

Biochemist, Ph.D., with clinical chemistry experience (including flame photometry and electrophoresis) to serve as chief of chemistry in an active 200-bed hospital with possibilities for investigative work and collaboration with university laboratories, Ohio. Box 29, SCIENCE.

Electroencephalography

Specialization opportunity in electroencephalography for psychiatrist or neurologist. General hospital; 1967 beds; research facilities, electroencephalograph available. Faculty appointment, teaching. Affiliated Baylor University College of Medicine, Texas Medical Center, Dr. Lee D. Cady, Manager, VA Hospital, Houston, Texas. 3/16, 23, 30

Part-time Assistantships. Teaching and research appointments in anatomy, $1300-2000 for 9 months. Required: Morphology, neurology, behavior, developmental studies. Reproductive physiology, experimental and chemical embryology, histochimistry and histochemistry. Write Chief of Department of Anatomy, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas. 3/9, 9

Physical Oceanography and Meteorology: Assistantships for qualified graduates in physics, meteorology, mathematics, and engineering; up to $2400. Curriculums leading to M.S. and Ph.D. degrees. For further information write to the Head, Department of Oceanography, Texas A and M College, College Station, Texas.

Scientist Junior—Organic (medicinal) chemist, M.S. or equivalent in natural products (alkaloids) to assist in evaluation of scientific data and other literature work. Eastern manufacturer with liberal benefit program. Send complete personal data. Box 46, SCIENCE.

Technological Merchandiser

An interesting career with a growth company. Product evaluation and assistance in preparing copy in laboratory and field. Midwest location. State full particulars. Replies held strictly confidential. Box 42, SCIENCE.
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Spring Book Issue

Send your copy in, now!
ADVANCES IN EXPERIMENTAL CARIES RESEARCH
AAAS SYMPOSIUM VOLUME
June 1955

246 pp., 6" x 9", 49 illus., index, clothbound
Price $6.75; cash order price for AAAS members $5.75

"...This is a real contribution to dental science. It is the most comprehensive review of animal experimentation on caries ever attempted. The format and reproduction of illustrations are excellent. This compilation of research findings should have wide circulation and should be a storehouse of information for all those who are investigating the problem of dental caries. It should serve to clarify the thinking and prevent useless duplication in future studies...

Russell W. Bunting, School of Dentistry, University of Michigan.

AAAS, 1515 Mass. Ave., NW, Washington 5, D.C.

YOU can TELL and SELL
more than 33,500 scientists here...at a very low cost.

Your sales message in an ad this size costs only $5.00 at the one-time rate—less for multiple insertions. And the result!—well, here's what one of the many satisfied advertisers in SCIENCE has to say:

"SCIENCE is consistently our most profitable medium. Business secured solely thru SCIENCE ads has been the backbone of our success in this field."

"We carry a considerable amount of advertising in various periodicals, but none is so productive of results as SCIENCE."

Prove to yourself the effectiveness of SCIENCE in increasing your Market. Sales and PROFIT—send your "Copy" NOW—or write for further Information and Rate Card No. 29.

SCIENCE 1515 Mass Ave., NW, Washington 5, D.C.
precise microorganisms

A shaking apparatus
that is extremely
useful for cultivating
microorganisms
under conditions of
shaking and with
more precise tem-
perature control than is
possible in an incubator. It is particularly valuable in
obtaining bacterial growth curves.

Detailed information available upon request

NEW BRUNSWICK SCIENTIFIC CO.
PRECISION LABORATORY APPARATUS
P. O. BOX 606 • NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

VOL. 18 MARCH 1956 Approx. 560 pp.
ANNUAL REVIEW OF
PHYSIOLOGY

Houssay, Bernardo A.
Klein, Georg
Cronkite, E. P., and Bond, V. P.
Tatum, E. L., and Gross, S. R.
Dorffman, Albert, and Mathews, B.
Feigen, George A.
Heemstra, H.
Uvnas, Borje
Brauer, Ralph W.
Folkow, Bjorn
Schaefer, Hans
Winton, F. R.
Perry, W. L. M.
Dell, P., and Bonvallet, M.
Ahlquist, R. P., Gloor, P., and Milner, B.
Jasper, H. H.
Heymans, C., and De Vleeschhouwer, G. R.
Long, C. N. H.
Greep, R. O.
Michel, R. P. J.
Kleiber, M.
Lehrman, D. S.

$7.00 postpaid (U.S.A.); $7.50 postpaid (elsewhere)

ANNUAL REVIEWS, INC.
Stanford, California

AAAS SYMPOSIUM VOLUME

Sex in Microorganisms

Editorial Committee: D. H. WENRICH, University of Pennsylvania, Chairman
IVEY F. LEWIS, University of Virginia
JOHN R. RAPER, Harvard University

The genetic, physiological, and morphological evidence for "sex" in the principal groups of microorganisms—viruses, bacteria, fungi, unicellular algae, and protozoa—is presented by a group of experts in the field.


R. Patrick of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Phila-
delphia, describes syngamy in diatoms; R. A. Lewin of
the Maritime Regional Laboratory, Halifax, the sexuality
of other unicellular algae, especially the flagellates.

In two chapters D. H. Wenrich covers sexual phe-
omena in some of the protozoa and discusses the origin
and evolution of sex, based primarily on the protozoa;
but including material about all of the microorganisms. D. L. Nanney of Michigan summarizes mating-type phenomena in Paramecium aurelia and some of the recent mating-type work from Sonneborn's laboratory. C. B. Metz of Florida State compares mating-type substances in Paramecium and other ciliates with those found in Metazoa. Extensive chapter bibliographies are included.

6 x 9 inches; 362 pages; 59 illustrations, clothbound; 1954
Price $5.75. Special cash price to AAAS members, $5.00.

AAAS PUBLICATIONS
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
For continuous, and accurate DUST SAMPLING with permanent records

KONISAMPLER
(pat. pend.)

Employs principle of thermal precipitation. Light weight — quiet — all electric Automatic timer — will also operate continuously — secures particulate matter suitable for microscopic, electron microscopic or visual and for permanent records on standard glass slides.
Cost (complete) with carrying case $225.00

Send for descriptive literature K-1
Designer and manufacturer of continuous gravimetric and oscillating types of thermal precipitators

JOSEPH B. FICKLEN III
1848 East Mountain St.
Pasadena 7, California

CHEMISTRY OF THE METAL CHELATE COMPOUNDS

by ARTHUR MARTELL, Clark University, and MELVIN CALVIN, University of California (Berkeley)

This is the first book to be published in this highly important branch of chemistry and it presents the principles of the structure and behavior of metal chelate compounds in such a manner as to be useful in the creation of new compounds and new applications.

Outstanding features include: special emphasis on relationship of structure of the chelating agent on the stability of the metal chelate formed, the biological functions of metal chelates, the chelates as catalysts in chemical reactions.

6" x 9" 613 pages Published 1952

* * *

ELECTRON STRUCTURES OF ORGANIC MOLECULES

by LLOYD N. FERGUSON, Howard University

Here, for the first time, a wealth of material relating to electronic configuration of organic molecules, previously obtainable only from widely scattered sources, is presented in a unified treatment. The author assembles most of the widely accepted modern concepts of the electron constitution of organic molecules and presents general descriptions of the more direct experimental methods through which these viewpoints have been formed. An attempt is made to point out the advantages of each method by briefly discussing the theory and experimental observations of each and by illustrating their application to typical problems.

This is a basic text for courses in Advanced Organic Chemistry, Physical Organic Chemistry, and Theoretical Organic Chemistry. It is completely up to date and has more recent and comprehensive treatments of resonance, intramolecular forces, magnetic and electric polarizations and spectroscopy than anything heretofore available in text form.

6" x 9" 335 pages Published 1953
Tough
...but so smooth!

Amazing new EPOXY finish on AO Stereoscopic Microscopes...

AO Stereoscopic Microscopes have a reputation for optical quality and ability to work smoothly in spite of rough usage. Now, with the addition of the amazing new EPOXY finish, a fine instrument is made even better. EPOXY baked enamel is harder...so hard in fact that it is even being used to replace porcelain for lining hot water tanks. Unequaled metal bonding characteristics along with a remarkable resistance to mechanical impact retains that "new look" almost indefinitely. Most unusual of all—exceptional resistance to chemical deterioration. Look for these AO Stereoscopic Microscopes in the new EPOXY dove-gray color at your dealers now.

RESISTS CHEMICAL DETERIORATION

The above unretouched photographs show a conventional finish and the new EPOXY finish after a lengthy torture test. Both stands were subjected to a 20% salt spray at 95°F for 538 hours. Conventional finish shows serious corrosion yet the EPOXY finish is completely undamaged. Light line on EPOXY finish is saline residue.

OTHER OUTSTANDING AO FEATURES

- Interchangeable objectives
- Erect 3 dimensional images
- Wide, unusually flat fields
- Easy on the eyes even during extended use
- Dust-proof revolving nosepieces
- Slideways grooved to retain lubricant